Flymo Contour 500E
3 in 1 electric grass trimmer, offering trimming, edging and shrubbing
modes for under benches and difficult to access places. Featuring a unqiue
edging wheel making edging easy and adjustable shaft for added comfort.
The Flymo Contour 500E is a powerful, lightweight, easy to use 3 in 1 electric grass trimmer that offers
trimming, edging and shrubbing facility to cut grass in awkward areas like under garden benches easily.
Finding a comfortable working position with the Contour 500E is easy. Its adjustable shaft allows you to
change your working height to suit your preferred position, while its adjustable handle lets you find extra
comfort when working. This telescopic grass trimmer comes with a retractable plant guard that helps
protect plants and shrubs whilst trimming, while preserving your cutting line. This trimmer has a twin
automatic feed cutting system which allows you to cut tougher grass, feeding you additional cutting line
when you need it. Replacement spool and line for this electric grass trimmer can be purchased on the
Official Flymo Shop. Search for the part number: FLY021.

Telescopic handle

Simply convert

Plant Guard

Shrubbing

Easy to adjust to user's
height.

Simply convert from trim to
edge by twisting the cutting
head

Easy to adjust tree and
plant guard.

Trim difficult to access
places

Technical data
Voltage
Power rating
Cable length
Cutting width
Feed mechanism
Number of line exits
Shrubbing Features
Plant Guard

230 V
500 W
10 m / 32.81 feet
25 cm / 9.84 inch
Autofeed
2
Yes
Yes

Lawn edge facility
Yes
Sound power level, guaranteed (LWA)
96 dB(A)
Sound pressure level at operators ear
80.3 dB(A)
Vibration (ah)
2 m/s²
Weight (excl. cutting equipment)
3.1 kg / 6.83 lbs
Weight incl. packaging
4.6 kg / 10.14 lbs
Packaging Type
Cardboard 6-color
Packaging size, LxWxH
500x300x150 mm /
19.69x11.81x5.91 inch

